
Larsen Warner is pleased to present Disa Rytt’s In Visible Parts, her first solo exhibition at the gallery. 
For nearly a decade Rytt (b. 1984, Sweden) has explored how the fundamental elements of painting; 
canvas, frame and pigment, interact with their surroundings and affect our perception of them. The 
artists bold, confident works repeatedly pose the question; When does material become image and 
what is created in the meeting of the viewer and the works surrounding spatiality?

As an artist, Rytt is drawn to the elementary premises of painting which acted as a source of 
inspiration and focus for the Concrete movement of the 1930’s as well as the Light & Space and 
Minimalist movements of the 1960’s. Exploring these ideas, Rytt expands upon the potential of 
Concrete painting and follows in a long tradition of earlier artists focused on a formal clarity within their 
work such as Lygia Clark, Lygia Pape and Olle Bærtling.

Rytt creates deceptively simple works that belie the meticulous and intricate processes that are 
needed to produce such balanced and harmonious painting. The razor-sharp painted field on the 
polyester canvas is a result of a rigorous craft. Rytt applies gesso and vinyl with a spatula on a 
stretched polyester canvas. The surface is then sanded back until it is completely smooth, making the 
monochromatic colours of blue white and red seem almost featureless, with the artist hand no longer 
traceable. This is form and colour boiled down to its essence.

Each material that Rytt uses is carefully and thoughtfully selected for its individual qualities; the vinyl 
medium is matte and absorbs light, the aluminium frame reflects light, the transparency of the 
polyester canvas subtly reveals the wall behind. Each of the separate elements that are brought 
together in the development of Rytt’s paintings are declared, with their unique characteristics shifting 
and morphing with their surroundings and environmental changes such as light. When the focal point 
is concentrated on the material components, each painting can begin to appear as sculpture, 
interacting with the architecture of the space and the viewers place within it.

Through these processes, the paintings develop a kind of visual ‘two-hander’. Appearing almost 
restrained, sleek and spare at first glance, gradually the combination of the textile, frame and the 
shifting light imbue these paintings with a warmth and a softness. This combination in balance gives 
the paintings a sense of subtle animation, as if the forms created within each work could slowly roll 
throughout the gallery space.

The title In Visible Parts alludes to the space and gaps that the artwork’s various elements interact 
with. The frame and the colour fields are central to the reading of the work but the title also points the 
attention towards the negative space created, the space we otherwise do not see but here becomes 
important for the viewers experience. The spaces between the works are activated when the painted 
fields reach outside of the paintings frame and meet or are lead to the next artwork. Through our gaze 
the shape seems to continue within this structural void and creates a wholeness that seems infinite in 
scale and potential. It is within these visible and invisible parts that the work begins to appear. Rytt 
masters the balancing act between positive and negative space, creating both a painterly and 
architectural experience that makes room, image and gaze interweave.
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